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The purpose of this thesis is to discuss the 
applicability of religious ideas to the love story in 
A Farewell to Arms■ Robert Penn Warren terms the novel 
religious, explaining that if it does not offer any religious 
solution it is nonetheless conditioned by the religious 
problem. An understanding of this problem offers a valuable 
perspective of the relationship between the lovers: the
religious positions that Frederic Henry and Catherine Barkley 
assume critically influence the way they feel about each 
other, themselves, and their love. Much of their 
relationship is conditioned by the religious problem in 
a chaotic world.
Mircea Eliade has devoted extensive study to the 
significance of religious myth and ritual within the human 
experience, and his discussion of the two modalities of 
experience--sacred and profane--can lend insight into the 
roles Frederic and Catherine assume.
It is the priest's definition of love as service and 
sacrifice that serves as a moral and ethical norm 
throughout the book, and against which the characters 
must be measured.
Frederic, in his overriding concern with form and his 
inability to distinguish love from its outward trappings, 
feels the need for marriage vows to confirm his love as 
sacred. Catherine has attempted to empty herself of all 
religion, and because hers is a love without sacraments and 
forms, it appears to be a profane love.
In terms of experiencing real love as the priest 
defines it, Frederic falls short * an acceptor of services, 
he does not learn to give of himself. Catherine, in her 
service and sacrifice, comes closer to real love, but still 
does not achieve love as the priest defines it--in her devotion 
to Frederic she commits heresy.
SACRED AND PROFANEI 
THE LOVE RELATIONSHIP IN A FAREWELL TO ARMS
I.
In his 19^7 discussion of Ernest Hemingway's work,
Robert Penn warren terms A Farewell to Arms "a religious 
book? if it does not offer a religious solution it is 
nonetheless conditioned by the religious problem#"* An 
attempt to grapple with this religious dilemma offers a 
valuable perspective of the relationship in the novel 
between the two lovers, Frederic Henry and Catherine 
Barkley#
In an effort to locate the recurring symbols in the
writings of Hemingway, Warren calls attention to the
"sleepless man--the man obsessed by death, by the
meaninglessness of the world, by nothingness, by nada."
Because Hemingway shows "the despair felt by a man who
hungers for the certainties and meaningfulness of a religious
faith but who cannot find in his world a ground for that
2faith," Warren considers him "a religious writer#"
The term "religious writer" is provocative. Surely 
those who sought to ban A Farewell to Arms as an immoral 
book would not view the novel as the work of a religious 
writer; neither would the term be appreciated by those 
preoccupied with Hemingway's toughness and violence. In
2
his existential study of Hemingway, John Killinger contends 
that "the superfluities of culture, race, tradition, even 
religion, all disappear in the face of one overpowering 
fact--the necessity to exist on an individual basis#"3 
But Nathan Scott attempts to reconcile disparate images of 
Hemingway, to justify the term "religious writer"* "though 
his books admittedly— -and obviously— express a sharp sense 
of the causality which is exercised in human existence by 
nada. by the absurd, by the power of blackness, they also 
express a sense of man as a creature who is, willy-nilly, 
the homo religiosus— moved by intimations of the Sacred, 
and searching his experience for a principle • .
Recognizing the importance of the religious dilemma in 
Hemingway's writings, Carlos Baker has also noted that 
"the consciousness of God is in his books•
Indeed, Warren suggests that the central issue of 
A Farewell to Arms is revealed in the preliminary contrast 
between the officers, who invite the hero to go to the 
brothels, and the priest, who invites him to go to Abruzzi, 
the clear, cold, dry country.^ It is a very real conflict, 
for while Frederic, at the beginning, lives in a meaningless 
world of random sensations, he is nonetheless disgusted 
and dissatisified with it, and it remains for the priest 
to encourage Frederic to discover the real nature of love.
Warren also proposes that it is "in terms of a 
self-imposed discipline that the heroes make one gallant, 
though limited, effort to redeem the incoherence of the
world."? It must be stressed that limited is an important 
qualification, for in the end Frederic will discover "that 
the attempt to find a substitute for universal meaning in 
the limited meaning of the personal relationship is doomed 
to failure. It is doomed because it is liable to all the 
accidents of a world in which human beings are like the 
ants running back and forth on a log burning in a campfire.
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• • . But this is not to deny the value of the effort."
John Aldridge also gives considerable attention to this 
effort, and notes that, against a background of destruction, 
characters like Frederic Henry have learned "to project an 
artificial system of checks and balances, a kind of psychic 
radar screen composed of propitiatory rituals and sacred 
signs, which, if vigorously maintained, will preserve them 
at least temporarily from destruction.It is the effort 
one makes that establishes character; it is the code of 
conduct that serves to distinguish one man from the other.
Attempting to distinguish the various characters in 
A Farewell to Arms. Warren uses this idea of effort as the 
norm. Frederic, Catherine, Rinaldi, Valentini, Count 
Grefft, the ambulance men, the old man who cuts perfect 
paper silhouettes for pleasure— these people Warren groups 
together because they are the initiated, the disciplined, 
the aware. In sharp contrast are the incompetent doctors, 
the officers at the mess, the "legitimate" heroes and 
patriots— these are the undisciplined, and they do not 
know what is really at stake. Warren observes, and justly,
5that "It is the second group who provide the context of
the novel, and more specifically the context from which
1 oFrederic moves.
But application of Warren’s own definition of A Farewell ■. 
to Arms as a religious book could offer further understanding 
here. While Catherine and Frederic may both be part of the 
disciplined and the initiated, their different handlings of 
the religious problem establish them as characters who cannot 
so readily be lumped together. Commendably, Jackson Benson 
and Delbert Wylder have focused on the contrasting positions 
Frederic and Catherine assume, but critical studies in 
general have given disappointingly little attention to the 
distinctive ways in which they attend to religious needs.
•And the result has frequently been a less-than-raeaningful 
understanding of their love. Discussing the problem of 
belief in Hemingway's writings, Leo Hertzel concludes that 
"religion-wise, the important thing to note about Frederic 
Henry is that he apparently has no formal religion, but he 
does not discount the possibility that at some time he 
might adopt one. He keeps himself aloof from religious 
matters • • .."■*■* Hertzel makes no distinction between 
formal religion and true religious matters when describing 
Frederic’s position, and he does not inplude Catherine at 
all in his discussion on the problem of belief, thereby 
giving the impression that she is even less concerned with 
religious matters than Frederic supposedly is. Likewise 
ignoring their distinctive religious concerns, Victor
6Strandberg speaks comfortably of Catherine and Frederic's 
private marfciage as one "involving a simple, mutual exchange 
of vows without witness or ritual" and concludes that "in the 
latest existential style they create their own marriage 
values, which are for them as good as any."*^
Similarly, Ray West, Jr. does not consider their 
distinctive religious coneerns and therefore portrays them 
as contributing equally to a love relationship "so different 
that even the outward form of marriage could make no 
difference" because, for them, "there is marriage and there 
is true l o v e . " 1 3 perhaps most surprising is that Nathan 
Scott, who typically is sensitive to Hemingway's religious 
concerns, also lumps Catherine and Frederic together and 
concludes that "the otherwise unemployed religious feelings 
of Catherine are in fact engaged by their relationship with 
each other— which is itself for them a waft df Grace. And 
thus the sweetness and beatitude of it need no ratification 
in marriage. . . .  They are . . .  'Priest and Priestess to 
each other* of the Glory, and in their love itself they 
find 'the good place’.
Such inattention to Catherine and Frederic's grasps of 
the true nature of religion can only result in an unsatisfactory 
grasp of their relationship, for that is conditioned by the 
religious problem in a chaotic world. Mircea Eliade, an 
authority on "the abyss that divides the two modalities of 
experience— sacred and profane," has devoted extensive 
study to the significance of religious myth and ritual 
within the human experience. And his discussion on the
nature of religion can offer valuable insight into Frederic 
and Catherine's distinctive positions within the human 
religious experience. Sacred and profane.— --"these modes of 
being in the world are not of concern only to the history 
of religions or to sociology; they are not the object only 
of historical, sociological, or ethnological study. In 
the last analysis, the sacred and profane modes of being 
depend upon the different positions that man has conquered 
in the cosmos; hence they are of concern both to the 
philosopher and to anyone seeking to discover the possible 
dimensions of human existence."^
Robert Fenn Warren.has termed A Farewell to Arms a 
religious book because it is conditioned by the religious 
problem. In A Farewell to Arms. Ernest Hemingway 
conducted his deepest examination into the nature of 
heterosexual love. Frederic and Catherine's quest for a 
satisfactory and lasting relationship, sacred or profane, 
in the midst of chaos and war, forms the central problem of 
the novel. The categories and definitions established by 
Eliade in The Sacred and the Profane help to shed light on 
that problem, and especially on the varying religious 
positions, as to love, assumed by Frederic Henry and 
Catherine Barkley. I turn to Mircea Eliade for an 
interpretation of the religious positions Frederic and 
Catherine assume, while these positions in turn critically 
influence the way they feel about each other, themselves, 
and their love.
II.
’When you love you wish to do things for. You wish 
to sacrifice for. You wish to s e r v e . I t ' s  in. this way 
that the priest of A Farewell to Arms defines real love and 
distinguishes it from mere passion. And it's this 
definition that serves as a moral and ethical norm 
throughout the book, and against wnich the characters 
must be measured. If A Farewell to Arms is a story about 
the development of love, it's also a story about the 
changes that love effects on the characters. Though 
Catherine Barkley and Frederic Henry each say "I love you," 
they have different kinds of love in mind. Secular and 
divine love, sacred and profane love: A Farewell to Arms
establishes the distinctions, just as Catherine and 
Frederic must reconcile them.
When we first meet Frederic Henry, he is with the 
priest and several other officers, and he is torn by their 
opposing suggestions. The officers say that Frederic should 
take a leave and go "to Home, Naples, Sicily— " (p. 8), but
-the,
the priest suggests that Henry go to^Abruzzi and the clear, 
cold country during his furlough. After telling Henry to 
stop listening to this, the officers ask him to come along
8
to the whorehouse, and this, to his own dissatisfaction 
and disgust, is what he does, both that evening and when 
on leave. Sensing the priest's disappointment on his 
return, Henry says, "I myself felt as badly as he did and 
could not understand why I had not gone. It was what I 
had wanted to do . . • " (p. 13)• But instead of this he 
had gone to smoke-filled cafes, places where he could get 
by "not caring in the night, sure that this was all and 
all and all and not caring” (p. 13)— places where affairs 
were uncomplicated by emotions and based only on an 
exchange of money for spurious affection.
Frederic, in short, has been avoiding personal 
relationships of any depth or intimacy--as John Aldridge 
suggests, such an open exchange of love could only represent 
"a giving of the self, a loss of will and consciousness, 
which is tantamount to d e a t h . I n s t e a d ,  he’s opted for 
nights of "not caring" and deliberately kept all contracts 
on a superficial level, taking refuge in the simple 
sensations of cafes and whorehouses. Yet these disgust him, 
and Catherine, who strikes him as "very beautiful" (p. 18), 
appears as an alternative to the profanity of the whores.
And to Frederic the whores are indeed profane. Although he 
sometimes experiences "strange excitement" when the world is 
"all unreal in the dark" (p. 13). he knows that the morning 
will suddenly find "all that had been there gone and 
everything sharp and hard and clear and sometimes a dispute 
about the cost" (p. 13) • Although sometimes the warmth of
the night lasts through breakfast and even lunch, he's 
aware of the endlessness of "always another day starting 
and then another night" (p. t3). For Frederic this exchange 
of values is both distorted and improper.
In discussing Frederic’s relationships with whores,
Edgar Johnson notes that Frederid's real self-disgust tries
"to masquerade as a hardboiled indifference, endeavoring to
shore itself against the immeasurable cruelty of things and
£T bctrn esj
the callous glibness of words. Even more than Jake^ Henry 
is immuring himself in an ivory tower of trying not to feel. 
But an indifference preserved in the face of such underlying 
emotion is precariously held."1® The relationship between 
Frederic and Catherine begins as no more than a trifling 
affair, a love skirmish. "I did not care what I was getting 
into. This was better than going every evening to the house 
for officers where the girls climbed all over you and put. 
your cap on backward as a sign of affection . • .. I knew 
I did not love Catherine Barkley nor had any idea of loving 
her. This was a game • . • " (p. 30). But as Catherine 
notes, "This is a rotten game we play, isn't it?" (p. 31)•
3ook II introduces a change'in this affair as it begins 
to develop into more genuine love. When Catherine walks into 
Frederic's convalescent room, "fresh and young and very 
beautiful" (p. 91). he falls in love with her. They then 
make love, and when it's over Frederic thinks, "The wildness 
was gone, and I felt finer than I had ever felt" (p. 92). 
There's a change in his feeling--a moving away from wildness
to a sort of personal tranquility--as Frederic's ivory tower 
of "not feeling” begins to crumble. "God knows I had not 
wanted to fall in love with her. I had not wanted to fall 
in love with any one. But God knows I had • • . and all 
sorts of things went through my head but I felt 
wonderful . . . "  (p. 93).
Catherine, too, has fallen in love, but unlike Frederic, 
who’ is concerned almost exclusively with his own feelings 
("I had treated seeing Catherine very lightly, I had gotten 
somewhat drunk and had nearly forgotten to come but when I 
could not see her there I was feeling lonely and hollow", 
p.'M), she experiences a love where she loses herself in 
him and denies her own being. "I'll just say what you wish 
and I'll do what you wish . . .  and then I'll be a great 
success, won't I?" (p. 106). In contrast to Frederic, 
her own wishes and thoughts are of no importance because 
"There isn't any me any more" (p. 106). Love for Catherine 
is service and sacrifice, and she finds her happiness in 
fulfilling this role. Simone de Beauvoir's psychological 
analysis of female sexuality proves applicable to a 
discussion of Catherine's role: "The supreme goal of
human love, as of mystical love, is identification with the 
loved one. . . . She is another incarnation of her loved one, 
his reflection, his double: she is h£. She lets her own
world collapse in contingence, for she really lives in his."1^
Frederic's position is more elusive. He says that he 
loves her, and he is the first to mention children--certainly
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he enjoys her "practically speaking" (p. 167). Yet, as Earl 
Rovit suggests, Frederic is mostly an "acceptor of services."*’
His early protestations of love are merely lies to prevent 
the loss of her favors; and he will later find it easier to 
cover up his experience with whores by resorting to a 
similar, comfortable lie. When Catherine stresses, "I. do what 
you want," and Frederic responds only with "You're lovely" 
or "You sweet" (p. 106), this implies his position as master.
He hasn't learned to sacrifice and to serve.
Indeed, Frederic's selfishness in love appears to be 
but one facet of his general self-centeredness. Throughout 
the novel there is abundent evidence that Frederic's feelings 
are largely centered on himself. Knowing that the priest 
will be disappointed and hurt that he doesn't visit the
-the
priest's family inMbruzzi, Frederic nonetheless goes his , 
own way, later explaining, winefully and unconvincingly,
"how one thing had led to another" (p. 13)* Upon return 
from this furlough Frederic is startled to see that work 
has been continuing routinely: "I had imagined that • • •
the smooth functioning of the business • • • depended to a 
considerable extent on myself. Evidently it did not matter 
whether I was there or not" (p. 16). Similarly reflecting 
a self-centered attitude, Frederic neglects to write to his 
family or even discuss them because then "I'll start to 
worry about them" (p, 30*0 *
Such an attitude is reflected in his association with 
Catherine, Likening their relationship to "moves in a
chess game," Frederic quickly hopes to score by assuming a 
patronizing role when Catherine queries "You will be good to 
me, won't you?"* "What the hell, I thought. I stroked her 
hair and patted her shoulder. She was crying" (p. 27). In 
this game Frederic's foremost concern is to satisfy his own 
needs. He demands affection even when Catherine is 
"awfully tired" (p. 32), pouts when she must leave his 
bedside for other nursing duties, and claims "I don't care 
about our hearts. I want you. . • • Come on. Please" (p. 92) 
Jealous because Catherine once loved another boy, Frederic 
lies about the other women in his life to keep Catherine's 
favors. And he demands a promise that she'll never leave 
him for someone else. Throughout their relationship it is 
Catherine who bends and gives, and her service is especially 
noticeable during pregnancy, when she conscientiously tries 
to create as little difficulty for Frederic as possible*
"Isn't it splendid, darling, that I don't have any 
morning-sickness?" Frederic can only respond "It's grand", 
causing Catherine to comment "You don't appreciate what a 
fine wife you have. But I don't care" (p. 251) •
If the priest's conception of love is to be seen as the 
norm, then Catherine, with her service and sacrifice, seems 
closer to approaching genuine love. Frederic's convalescent 
summer becomes an idyllic time of carriage rides in the park, 
dinner at Biffi's, and dry white Capri iced in a bucket.
"It was lovely in the nights" (p. 114). During this period 
still clearer distinctions emerge between Catherine's and
Frederic's view of their relationship. In response to
Frederic's confession that "when I first met you I spent an
afternoon thinking how we would go to the Hotel Cavour
together", Catherine herself will later note "But that's
how we differ, darling" (pp. 153-M*
Certainly this difference is revealed by the distinctive
ways in which Frederic and Catherine regard technicalities
and formalities. When Catherine says, "What good would it
do to marry now? We're really married. I couldn't be any
more married," Frederic answers "I only wanted it for
you" (p. 1.15). But this is a self-deceptive answer. He
wants marriage for his own peace of mind, to alleviate his
own sense of guilt. In reality, he can't be fully comfortable
with this relationship? he tries to convince himself, but
the early training is still there, and he feels guilty.
Despite Catherine's admonition, "Then don't be too technical,
darling" (p. 29^), he wants to follow all the formalities
that will make him a "good boy."
We said to each other that we were married the 
first day she had come to the hospital and we 
counted months from our wedding day. I wanted 
to be really married, but Catherine said that 
if we were they would send her away and if we 
merely started on the formalities they would 
watch her and would break us up. . . . I wanted 
us to be married really because I worried about 
having a child if I thought about it, but we 
pretended to ourselves we were married and did 
not worry much and I suppose I enjoyed not 
being married, really (p. ll4).
In his confusion of fact and form, in his inability to
distinguish love from its outward trappings, he feels the
need for the formality of marriage vows to confirm this love 
as sacred. Similarly, he will later need the formality of 
baptism. When his infant son dies without the blessing of 
this religious sacrament, Frederic boasts "I had no religion, 
only to follow with "but I knew he ought to have been 
baptized" (p. 327). In discussing the need to "live as much 
as possible in sacred or in close proximity to
consecrated objects," Mircea Eliade says this tendency is 
"perfectly understandable, because . . , the sacred is 
equivalent to a power. and, in the last analysis, to 
reality."2* For Frederic, rootless and looking for certitude 
the forms provide a much-needed strength. "The sacred 
reveals absolute reality and at the same time makes 
orientation possible? hence, it founds the world in the sense 
that it fixes the limits and establishes the order of 
the world."22
Catherine says that the outward forms "would mean 
everything to me if I had any religion. But I haven’t any 
religion" (p. Il6). Possibly Catherine once experienced 
religion in her own life, but she has, as Eliade writes of 
the profane man, attempted "to ’empty' himself £herselfj 
of all religion."2  ^ When asked at the hosoital what 
religious preference she has, she answers "none", and she 
is no less than heretical when she unabashedly says to 
Frederic, "You’re my religion. You're all I've got" (p. Il6) 
As Robert Penn Warren writes, the initiates of the cult of 
love "are those who are aware of nada, but their effort,
as members of the cult, is to find a meaning to put in 
place of the nada.” There follows "an attempt to make the 
relationship of love take on a religious significance in so 
far as it can give meaning to life.'* Catherine, whose 
earlier love had brought her to the brink of nothingness, is 
an initiate in the cult of love, but hers is a love without 
sacraments, without forms. Because she feels so guiltless 
and shameless*— "I can't believe we do anything wrong"
(p* 153)— it appears to be a profane love.
In this relationship Catherine is the determinist; it 
is she who introduces the naturalistic "they" (whom Frederic 
later adopts as a guilt alleviator.) Whan Catherine says, 
"We really are the same one and we mustn't misunderstand on 
purpose," Frederic (while resisting the first part) answers 
yes, we'll have to be careful not to fight. Pursuing it 
further, Catherine insists, "We mustn't. Because there's 
only us two and in the world there's all the rest of them.
If anything comes between us we're gone and then they have 
us" (p, 139) • Both Frederic and Catherine have sought 
escape in their isolating love, trying to live completely 
within each other. Against the background of chaos, 
disillusionment and disorientation, their escape is 
understandable, if not ultimately successful. As Warren 
suggests, by fidelity to this love the "hero manages to 
keep one small place 'clean' and 'well-lighted' • • •
The figures of these lovers, therefore, are "silhouetted 
against the flame-streaked blackness of war, of a
17
p 6collapsing world, of nada." Suffering from what Paul Tillich
2?sees as a widespread "anxiety of meaninglessness" ,
Catherine and Frederic, in their distinctive ways and for
different reasons, create a cosmos that is at once private,
and, in the final analysis, precarious.
In his conversation with Rinaldi early after returning
from the hospital in Milan, Frederic reveals his own view
of .this relationship. When Rinaldi typically demands,
"Tell me all about everything," Frederic replies:
"There's nothing to tell," I said. "I've 
led a quiet life."
"You act like a married man," he Rinaldi 
said. "What's the matter with you?”
"Nothing," I said. "What's the matter 
with you?" (p. 168).
Rinaldi and Frederic have been close buddies, and they've
done a lot of teasing. But now Frederic resists any
joshing camaraderie. When Rinaldi asks again, "Are you
married?", Frederic answers simply, "Not yet," an answer that
contradicts his earlier protestations about being married
the first day she had come to the hospital, and that
contrasts with Catherine's genuine belief that she is his
wife. He admits to being in love, but when Rinaldi wants
to know, "Is she good to you?", Frederic snaps, "Of course."
"I mean is she good to you practically 
speaking?"
"Please shut up. If you want to be my 
friend, shut up" (p. 169).-
Love is a subject Frederic won't joke about, and a subject
he won't let anyone else joke about, either. For Frederic
it's something to keep sacred; within,, his mind it must be
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Love is a subject Frederic won't joke about, and a subject
he won't let anyone else joke about, either. For Frederic
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Rinaldi is a little taken aback by this reaction and
responds, "All'my life I encounter sacred subjects. But
very few with you” (p. 169). It’s true that Frederic
hadn't always professed to be a man concerned with the
sacred. In the course of the novel Frederic has uttered
several blasphemies:
Rome is a.beautiful city, said the major. The 
mother and father of all nations, I said. Rome 
is feminine, said Rinaldi. It cannot be the 
father. Who is the father, then, the Holy Ghost?
Don't blaspheme. I wasn't blaspheming, I was 
asking for information (p. 76).
Although in the war Frederic sees through the superficial,
refusing to accept the high-blown propaganda ("I was always
embarrassed by the words sacred, glorious, and sacrifice . .
p. 184), in love he first seeks only the superficial. But
Frederic, a rootless American in Italy, an ex-architecture
student temporarily driving war ambulances, is a man adrift,
looking for certitude. "For the purpose of establishing
an orientation." Mircea Eliade writes, "A sign is asked, to
put an end to the. tension and anxiety caused by relativity
and disorientation— in short, to reveal an absolute point of
support." So he turns to Catherine as an escape from the
profanity of the whores, and in mistaking form for fact,
demands that the relationship be at least outwardly sacred.
Ray West, Jr., describes Frederic as wavering "between
reason and sensibility, between formal religion and 'true*
Christianity, between the empty forms of love and true
love." ^  in his relationship with Catherine Frederic
wants to be "the good boy," just as on the retreat he tries
to fill this role by giving the two virgins ten-lira notes
and sending them along to where they'll be safer. While
Aymo laughs and smokes and slaps the girls' knees, Frederic
is moved by the presence of these "fine girls" and reflects,
"A retreat was no place for two virgins. Real virgins.
Probably very religious" (p. 197). In an effort to be
"the good boy" once again he sends them on to "Friends!
Family!" (p. 206).
At the end of Book III Frederic escapes the war by
plunging into the icy Tagliamento. This baptismal rite
represents his rebirth into another world— immersion into
"the purifying and regenerating waters,"Eliade explains,
is "followed by a new creation, a new life . . .."30
Anger was washed away in the river along 
with any obligation. . . .  I was not against
them. I was through. I wished them all the
luck. There were the good ones, and the 
brave ones, and the calm ones and the sensible 
ones, and they deserved it. But it was not 
my show any more . . • (p. 232).
Like Nick in Chapter VI of JEn Our Time, Frederic declares
his separate peace: he wants to be "out of it now", to
have "no more obligation" (p. 232). He dreams of a private
world where he and Catherine can find their meaning in each
other, where they can be sustained without involvement in
society. "I was not made to think. I was made to eat.
My God, yes. Eat and drink and sleep with Catherine" (p. 233
The circle is being drawn: it will isolate Catherine and
Frederic in their own never-never land, an idyllic 
balloon-world where they can live without others, at least 
until the balloon bursts.
In discussing the profane experience, Eliade writes 
that "space is homogeneous and neutral; no break 
qualitatively differentiates the various parts of its 
mass."3l When Frederic questions Catherine about where they 
should go on his leave, Catherine only responds "I don't 
care. Anywhere you want. Anywhere we don't know people"
(p. 137)* When Frederic inquires "Don't you care where we 
go?", Catherine claims that she'll like any place. Any 
place, that is, where they can be together, and alone.
Frederic deliberates over where to spend his furloughs, and, 
spotting another soldier and his girl, he wishes that this 
couple also had "some place to go" because against a 
background of incertitude, "everybody ought to have some . 
place to go." But Catherine does not find security in 
having a certain place to run to, knowing that— in the final 
analysis— "It mightn't do them any good" (p. 14?). Only 
their personal relationship, she feels, can give special 
dimension to space that is otherwise neutral.
But once space is personalized it assumes a special 
significance, even within the profane experience, and becomes, 
in a private sense, the center of the world. "Settling 
somewhere," Mircea Eliade observes, "represents serious 
decision, for the very existence of man is involved; he 
must, in short, create his own world and assume the
responsibility of maintaining and renewing it. Habitations 
are not lightly changed, for it is not easy to abandon 
one's world."32
And, indeed, Catherine and Frederic are reluctant to 
leave their v-irious "homes." The "lovely nights" shared in 
Frederic's hospital room are regretfully interrupted by 
Catherine's necessary nursing duties, and she wonders about 
the possibility of even being transferred to another 
hospital* "What would I do if they sent me away?" (p. 103)* 
After an isolated love-making session at the hotel in Milan, 
Frederic worries about the time and mentions that they'll soon 
have to go, but departure is delayed because, as Frederic 
says, "I hate to leave our fine house." Finally Frederic 
insists "We have to go, darling. Really." Catherine complies, 
but only if Frederic will "go first" (p. 155)« Similar 
deliberation characterizes the end of their stay at the 
Swiss mountain retreat. Perhaps reflecting signs of 
boredom ("If the winter is over and the rain keeps up it 
won't be fun up here," p. 306), Frederic again wants to know 
when they should move on, this time to secluded Montreux. 
Believing that "we can be as much alone in a bigger town," 
Catherine thinks that a move to Lausanne, where the hospital 
is, would be more practical, although she doesn't care when 
they go: "whenever you want, darling. I don't want to
leave here if you don't want" (p. 307). Only rainy weather 
can end this indecision and move Frederic and Catherine from 
their mountain retreat to the reality of the hospital town
below. In wanting "no more obligation," in seeking refuge 
in private sensation and an isolated personal relationship, 
Frederic has ignored the possibility that the only separate 
peace is in death: "She can't die. Why would she die?
What reason is there for her to die?" (p. 320). But as Edgar 
Johnson writes, "In the end, then, one could not be a 
candleholder and look on. Life caught you up • • . by your
instinct, by your sensations, by your emotions."33 a separate 
peace could only be temporary, and a private world could 
only be precarious.
Ignoring such complexity, Frederic returns, at the 
opening of Book IV, to Stresa, and to the one affirmative 
thing he's found: his love for Catherine. In his civilian
clothes, , being his own self, he ironically feels like a 
masquerader. Although reason tells him the war is now over 
for him, he nonetheless has "the feeling of a boy who thinks 
of what is happening at a certain hour at the schoolhouse 
from which he has played truant" (p. 245). Catherine and 
Helen Ferguson are in heir hotel at supper when Frederic 
arrives. Catherine's face lights up with happiness, but 
Ferguson only bitches at him. "You're a fine mess . • .What 
are you doing here?" (p. 246). Catherine in her own joy tells 
Ferguson to cheer up, but she launches into a long tirade 
against Frederic, declaring that he brought Catherine to 
"ruin." When Catherine merely smiles at all this, Ferguson 
explodes: "You're two of the same thing. . , .I'm ashamed
of you, Catherine Barkley. You have no shame and no honor
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and you're as sneaky as he is" (p. 247). Catherine agrees to 
be ashamed, even to be married, if it will please Ferguson.
But Ferguson retorts, "Not to please me. You should want to 
be married" (p. 248).
Marriage for Ferguson means security and protection; for 
Frederic it's a way of keeping Catherine by his side--"Now if 
you aren't with me I haven't a thing in the world" (p. 257)-- 
and of assuaging his guilt at breaking the sacraments: both
concerns illustrate how self-centered his love still is. At 
one point in Book V , Catherine herself brings up the subject 
of marriage, and Frederic again seizes upon it: "Let’s get
married now" (p. 293). But Catherine protests that she’ll 
only get married when she's "thin again" (p. 294). Her 
mention of marriage doesn't reflect any personal worries--she 
has none. While Frederic's need for marriage is based on a 
religious technicality, the need to observe the sacraments 
and bolster himself, Catherine's interest in the subject is 
based on a legal technicality that's in the best interest of 
their child: "You see, darling, if I marry you I'll be an
American and any time we're married under American law the 
child is legitimate" (p. 294).
Catherine feels no shame and is content —  indeed absolutely 
comfortable--living in what Mircea Eliade calls the "natural 
'profane' world. "3** "Darling," she says to Frederic, "why 
should I be worried?" (p. 294). Her point is probably 
well-founded: why worry if her love, her pregnancy, is just
"a natural thing" (p. 138)? Sacraments and signs, imposed
to make her love morally acceptable and designed to give her 
a sense of power, are quite unnecessary for Catherine.
But, as Eliade repeatedly cautions, "It must be added at
once that such a profane existence is never found in the pure
state. To whatever degree he may have desacralized the world,
the man who has made his choice in favor of a profane life
never succeeds in completely doing away with religious
b e h a v i o r . "33 Such behavior, however, is not always readily
apparent. Although "the majority of the 'irreligious* still
behave religiously • • . they are not aware of the fact"36 —
"But I haven't any religion" (p. .116), Catherine herself
protests. And even detached observers often fail to detect
this religious behavior in the "irreligious" mans Although
those who have chosen a profane life "sometimes stagger
under a whole magico-religious paraphernalia," this
religious behavior often goes undetected because it has
"degenerated to the point of caricature and hence is hard to
37recognize for what it is."
Catherine strives to be cool and rational; she appears 
to be the pragmatic, non-religious man, carrying a Saint 
Anthony not out of Catholic belief, she says, but because 
"they say a Saint Anthony's very useful" (p. 43). Yet certain 
games and rituals suggest an added dimension to her 
non-religious stance. During Frederic's days at the hosrital, 
she delights in sending secret, shared notes back and forth; 
and she participates in "thought games", putting thoughts in 
each other's head while in different rooms. These are the
behaviors that help make this relationship "lovely" for her. 
Si milarly, she wants to share private meals with Frederic. 
Whether crackers and vermouth while making love at the 
hospital, or full room-service dinners above crowded hotel 
restaurants, eating rituals serve to make this love a little 
more special. Most important, however, are the hair rituals 
that signal their sessions of making love. Catherine pleads 
"Do let's please just be happy. You are happy, aren't you?
Is there anything I do you don't like? Can I do anything to 
please you? Would you like me to take down my hair? Do you 
want to play?" (p. I16),
Perhaps these behaviors, though caricatures, constitute 
Catherine's magico-religious paraphernalia. Hospitals and 
hotels, the only homes Catherine and Frederic can ever share,
typically serve as temporary repositories for the sick and
the lost. Perhaps Catherine's behavior, however caricatured, 
is her sole means of transforming such meaningless space 
into a home, and of making the situation acceptable on her 
own terms. Clearly upset by the gaudy plushness of their 
hotel room in Milan, Catherine complains about feeling like 
a whore. She sits on the bed, takes off her hat, puts her 
hands to her hair, then shares a private, room-service 
dinner of "woodcock with souffle potatoes and puree de
marron, a salad, and zabaine for dessert" (p. "53)* Frederic
notes that "after we had eaten we felt fine, and then after, 
we felt very nappy and in a little time the room felt like 
our own home. My room at the hospital had been our own home
and this room was our home too in the same way" (o. 153).
Within the profane experience, Mircea Eliade explains, there
are no sacraments, but only
privileged places . . .  a man's birthplace, or 
the scenes of his first love, or certain places 
in the first foreign city he ever visited in
youth. Even for the most frankly nonreligious
man, all these places still retain an exceptional, 
a unique quality; they are the 'holy places' of 
his private universe.33
The hospital room where they first make love, Niagara Falls
and the Golden Gate, where they plan to visit after
retreating to America— these are the holy places of Catherine'
private world, just as Frederic, whom she serves and
sacrifices for— "You're my religion. You're all I've got"
(p. It6) —  is her only god.
This is a heresy that Frederic wisely resists. When
Catherine suggests getting a short haircut in order to look
like him, Frederic does not approve; and when Catherine, in
an effort "to be all mixed up" (p. 300) with Frederic, says
"Let's go to sleep at exactly the same moment" (p. 301), he
instead stays awake "for quite a long time thinking about
things" (p. 301). Frederic is able to accept, and
participate in, several of the ritualistic games Catherine
enjoys— the sending of secret notes, the thought games, the
bedtime snacks. He especially enjoys her hair rituals and
likes to "take her hair down and . . . take out the pins and
lay them on the sheet and it would be loose and I would watch
her while she kept very still and then take out the last two
pins and it would all cnme down and she would drop her head
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and we would both be inside of it, and it was the feeling 
of inside a tent or behind a falls" (p. 1.14). But 
Frederic firmly resists any of Catherine's behaviors that 
appear heretical. As he watches the doctors bending over 
her in the operating room, he makes the most overt 
reference to Catherine's heresy: "It looked like a drawing
of the Inquisition" (p. 325)*
Frederic has an overriding concern with form and needs 
the outward trappings to make his love appear sacred. In 
addition, he does not fully reach the priest's definition 
of love as service and sacrifice because he does not "do 
things for" but simply takes— one might even question 
whether he turned to Catherine because making a "separate 
peace" with the war left no other alternative. In contrast, 
although Catherine has. no. concern for the formalities and 
to all outward appearances hers is a profane love, she has 
fully learned to sacrifice and serve— she comes closer than 
Frederic to achieving selfless love. However, it seems that 
neither Frederic nor Catherine really attains love as the 
priest defines it. Frederic, as an acceptor of services who 
is more concerned with his own feeling, has certainly not 
learned to sacrifice and to "do things for." And while 
Catherine has learned to serve in love, she does, in fact, go 
beyond the priest’s definition: in her all-consuming
worship of Frederic and her desire to become absorbed within 
him, she commits heresy.
An inverse relationship exists between their sacred and
profane loves, just as in Frederic's discussion with Count 
Greffi a relationship is firmly established between secular 
and divine love. The elderly Count says he had always 
expected to become devout, but feels it may be too late: 
"Perhaps I have outlived my religious feeling," When 
Frederic answers, "My own comes only at night," the Count 
explains, "Then too you are in love. Do not forget that is 
a religious feeling" (p. 263). A close relationship is 
established between secular and divine love: as the Count
suggests, physical love is also a religious feeling.
One wonders whether Frederic really understands the 
importance of the Count's message because he not only demands 
assurances from the Count about the war ("What do you think 
of the war really?", "Who will win it?", pp. 262-263), but he 
also responds incredulously to Count Greffi*s discussion of 
love as a religious feeling: "You believe so?" (p. 263).
Frederic's failure to grasp the full meaning of Count 
Greffi's discussion is unfortunatef because the Count's 
idea of love is not that far from the priest's definition. 
Although he speaks in more secular terms, the Count seems to 
echo the priest's belief that real love finds its goodness in 
kindness and consideration, and that such love is not only 
beautiful in the physical sense, but in a religious sense 
as well. In his genuine consideration for Frederic, his 
unabated love of life and his overriding concern for someone 
he loves, Count Greffi offers Frederic an example of how a 
less selfish man might behave. Frederic fails to discern
this sensitive interrelationship between the secular and 
the divine, the sacred and profane; Catherine, who appreciates 
the nature of real love and comes closer to reaching it, is 
unwilling to keep service and sacrifice in perspective and 
becomes heretical in her worship of only Frederic.
The private world that these lovers have created is 
but a precarious cosmos; Sartre, in Being and Nothingness. 
suggests that it can be nothing else, for "two can never 
become truly one, and any attempt to do so is always 
fraught with the possibility of rupture."39 Catherine seems 
aware of this possibility; after all, she had once been 
brought to the brink of nothingness by the destruction of 
an earlier love. When she finally confesses "I'm afraid of 
the rain because sometimes I see me dead in it" (p. 126), 
Frederic flatly answers "No"--he doesn't want to recognize 
the possibility that their world could end. "She was 
crying. I comforted her and she stopped crying. But 
outside it kept on raining" (p. 126).
It is likewise raining at the hospital, where Catherine 
again confesses "I don't want to die and leave you, but I 
get so tired of it and I feel I'm going to die."
"Nonsense. Everybody feels that."
"Sometimes I know I'm going to die."
"You won't. You can't." (p. 323)•
And within Frederic's frame of reference, how could she die?
He believes he has made his separate peace; he has left the 
war behind for room service dinners, nights under a tent of 
hair, and clear, cold days in a mountain retreat. When the
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doctor tries to explain Catherine's death, Frederic can only 
respond "I do not want to talk about it" (p. 332)* Walking 
to Catherine's death-bed, he orders the nurses to leave the
room in a last attempt to experience, once again, the
separate peace he believed he had shared with Catherine.
His wish to recover their private world, to re-enter that 
special cosmos, is understandable. "For to wish to reintegrate 
the time of origin." Mircea Eliade explains, "is also to 
wish to return to the presence of the godst to recover the
strong, fresh, pure world that existed in. illo tempore.
40It is at once thirst for the sacred and nostalgia for being."
If Frederic's attempt to recover the strong, fresh,
pure world is understandable, it is also disillusioning.
"But after I had got them out," Frederic concludes, "and
shut the door and turned off the light it wasn't any good.
It was like saying good-by to a statue" (p. 332). Frederic
had not fully realized that "since 'our world' is a cosmos,
4lany attack from without threatens to turn it into chaos."
With Catherine's death, this private world disintegrates, 
and, private cosmos giving way to greater chaos, it only 
remains for Frederic to walk back to the hotel, alone, 
in the rain.
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